SGA Agenda
Wednesday, 10/21/20

1. **T-Shirt Fund RAiser**
   a. We sold 48 shirts!
   b. We will need to package and deliver them when they arrive

2. **HVH-TV**
   a. Mr. Adams will start to call partners to make a practice video on Thursday, 10/22
   b. Practice the “pretend/practice” script
   c. Bring your script with you
   d. Review the Interview Rubric
   e. Review your video and your performance using the rubric
   f. Practice Pairs
      i. Alana Nisley & Manisha Adams
      ii. Sariah Henderson & Samantha Briscoe
      iii. Ivan Conway & Jayden Thompson
      iv. Lakota Hopkins & Miaonna Ward
      v. Dierra Merriweather & Taliyah Bartlett
      vi. Kyra Bales & Malloreigh Dauksza
      vii. Lucas Aker & Logan Lisle
      viii. Brady Cleek & David Fields
   g. Interview Topic Questions
      i. We are using Jamboard to generate some ideas for interview questions
      ii. You can find a Jamboard attached to an assignment in Google Classroom for 10/21/22
      iii. Find your Jamboard page and create sticky notes with interview ideas
      iv. Please be respectful of other people’s Jamboard pages—and type only on your page

3. **Future Career Door Decorations**
   a. Posters are completed and are now on teachers/staff doors
   b. We have had very positive reactions from our posters so far

4. **Next meeting is: Wednesday, 10/28, at 1:30 p.m. on Google Meet.** See the Stream page of our Google Classroom for the link.